
Introduction

1. Extended Leave/leave of absence for students

The Independent Schools Act §3-13 cf. the Education Act § 2-11

Section 2-11. Leave of absence from compulsory education

The school cannot grant a leave of absence for religious reasons other than the celebration of
religious holidays. Students cannot go to the church/temple/mosque, etc. during the school day,
unless it’s a religious holiday and that they are granted a leave of absence.

Parents/students at the age of 15 and up have to apply by filling out the online application in
advance and ensure necessary tuition during the leave.

In our school the leave request must be submitted to the principal at least 10 working days before
the intended leave. The school may grant a leave for up to 10 school days (2 weeks) for different
reasons. The Principal will assess the application and decide if it is defensible to grant a leave.
Absence longer than 10 days is regarded as illegal and the school may regard the student as if
he/she has left/withdrawn from the school. The student/parents then have to reapply for placement
and will be considered according to our admission criteria. We cannot promise that we have an
opening when the student returns and we may have students that are higher up on the waiting list.

Decision making

The decision-making authority in cases concerning leaves of absence is the principal. The
Education Act does not specify the qualifying criteria for assessing applications for leave of
absence. Nor does it govern a number of leaves a pupil may be granted during the school year. The
condition laid down by the Education Act is that a leave of absence may be granted “when it is
deemed appropriate”. Each application will be evaluated according to the best judgement of the
school administration and parents will be promptly notified of the decision of the school.

The Principal will consult with the teacher(s) to decide if the leave is appropriate for the student.
This decision is based upon, but not limited to:

● The amount of absence prior to the leave
● The student’s educational situation
● The student’s/family’s personal situation
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● The timing of the leave in relation to the delivery of the educational program

Parents have the right to appeal the decision of the school Principal to be sent to the County
Governor in Oslo (Statsforvalteren).

2. NLIS Leave of Absence Policy

Students’ attendance is very important for them to learn better. A school year in Norway consists of
190 days, that is, students and guardians have 175 days for vacations and other non-educational
activities.

The purpose of this policy is to ensure equal treatment of applications for leave, and to reduce the
extent of absence.

The document reviews the statutory provision for granting leave from the statutory education, and
guidelines are provided for how the provision should be practiced in primary school.

The NLIS standard is based on the Education Act section § 2-1 Right and duty to compulsory
education, first, second and fifth paragraphs, and section § 2-11 of the Education Act Leave
of compulsory education.

1. Audience and content

The NLIS standard for processing applications for leave from education includes all students in the
PYP and the MYP section at NLIS.

The standard should not be used in connection with health-related absence. When it comes to
health-related absences such as medical visits or urgent situations, the school will use
health-related regulations.

2. The leave provision

The leave provision in section § 2-11 of the Education Act is divided into two parts. The first
paragraph includes the leave that the student is not entitled to, and other paragraphs include the
leaves the student after application is entitled.

2.1 The leave of the student is entitled to

Regardless of whether it is justifiable under the Education Act section § 2-11 Leave from the
obligatory education in the first paragraph of the training, the members of religious communities
outside the Norwegian Church on application have the right to leave on the religious holidays. It is
regulated in § 2-11 second paragraph:

(…) ”Pupils belonging to a non-denominational community outside the Norwegian Church
have on application the right to be away from school on the days of their social service
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holidays providing that the parent provides teaching during the leave of absence period so
that the student can follow the general education until the leave period is over. ”(…)

2.2 Leave the student is not entitled to

For students who are not covered by the Education Act section § 2-11 second paragraph, only the
first paragraph applies where it is stated that:

(…) ”When it is justifiable, the municipality may, upon application, grant individual student
leave for up to two weeks. ”(…)

The school administration therefore makes a two-part assessment. The school first decides whether
it is justifiable that the student gets leave. What is justifiable for one student may be unjustifiable for
another. If the school finds that it is not justifiable to grant leave, the application must be rejected.
The key elements of the defense assessment are described in section 5.

If the school finds that it is justifiable to grant leave, the school shall then consider whether the
student can actually get leave. If the school decides that they cannot grant leave, the application
shall be rejected. The guidelines for this are described in section 6.

3. Duration of leave

The Education Act's provision for a maximum leave period of two -2 weeks (10 school days) is
invariable. Neither the principal, the education administration nor the county governor can
grant one student continuous leave for more than two weeks. The schools in Oslo no leave for
more than 10 school days shall be granted per school year.

4. The decision

The decision to leave from statutory education is a single decision, and the decision authority is
delegated to the headmaster of the school or the headmaster delegates the assignment to.

5. The Evaluation

The granting of an application for leave requires that the principal finds it reasonable that the
student is away from school for a shorter period of time (see section 3). This is the first principal to
decide.

Relevant aspects of the defense assessment include:

● Student performance at school
● The school's teaching program during the leave period
● Student's leave history
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6. NLIS standard for evaluation of leave applications

The guidelines below state in which situations the school may grant leave provided that this is
justifiable, and in which situations the school should not grant leave. At NLIS, no leave shall be
granted during periods of preparation for, and

completion of:

● State mapping tests
● National tests
● Oslo tests
● Examinations, oral and written
● Whole-school events such as ceremonies, school dramas, graduation (mainly the last two

weeks before Christmas break and the second week of June)

It is not normally granted leave for holidays or other festive family events.

Leave may be granted for family events of a particularly sad nature, for example death or burial.
This also applies on days when tests or tests are conducted preparation for tests.

Leave may be granted when the student is selected to participate in sports or cultural events
competition / convention at national or international level. Leave should not normally be granted for
training sessions or the like.

7. Treatment of invalid absence in primary school

If students are absent from the school for a longer period than they have been granted leave for, or
are to be absent without granted leave, this is to be regarded as undocumented absence. The
school should then follow applicable procedures for undocumented absence, cf. Circular No. 7/2005
Treatment of invalid absence in primary school in Oslo). After three days of undocumented
absence, and until the student's place of residence is explained, the school shall:

● Conduct home visits
● Contact the guardian's employer
● Contact any siblings or others who know the family
● Contact the Education Administration for central search SATS and address verification in

National registry
● Attribute Tax East / NAV with information that the student has been absent from the

education
● Contact the school's contact persons in:

- the child welfare service

- district police

- school health service, health nurse
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- neighbors / neighborhood / neighborhood / leisure club / leisure activities

If after 14 days the school cannot find the student or if the school finds the pupil in or outside
Norway without primary school education, the matter can be sent to the Education Administration
and relevant departments for assessment of further measures / prosecution.

If parents chose to leave, either without having applied, or without having been granted
permission, the student will get unauthorized absence for the period the student is absent
from school. During absence the parents/guardians are responsible for their child’s
education. Absence longer than 10 days and unapproved absences are regarded as illegal.

If the student has been absent more than 10 days, that student might lose the school place.
The quarantine days due to the corona-virus situation are included in this 10 day.

Also, the students in the PYP-Section will not be eligible to get any of the school reports
given on that term. The students in the MYP-Section will not be eligible to be re-assessed
during this absent period and their assessment will be marked NA.

8. Procedure on application for leave

8.1 All applications for leave must be sent to the school administration and the school administration
will respond in a mannered time.

8.2 If all or part of a leave application is rejected, this must be explained why the absence is either
not considered justifiable or why the application cannot be granted even if it is considered justifiable.

8.3 In the event of refusal of leave, guardians in the form of a letter shall also be informed of the
right of appeal and terms of appeal, cf. Sections 28, 29 and 30 of the Public Administration Act.

8.4 If the parent complains about the decision, the complaint must first be re-examined at school. If
the school does not change the decision, it must be sent to the education administration. Copy of
the letter of transmission, without attachment, should also be sent to the guardians.

9. Submitting a complaint to the Education Administration

In the event of a complaint, the following documents must be sent to the Education Administration:

● The Leave of Absence Form
● Parent's application
● The Principal's reasoned individual decision
● Parent’s complaint
● Any documentation

The education administration sends the appeal to the county governor (appeal body) for final
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decision. The school should not do this itself.

10. Information to the parents about the rules for leave

NLIS publishes this document on the school website and sends all parents requesting leaves from
the school.
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REQUEST FOR ABSENCE FORM 

Name and surname of the student Grade 

Parent/guardian name 

Absence date (from – to) Number of days 

Has the student been absent from school for the past two years? If so, how many 
days?  

Reason for absence 

Students’ thoughts about this leave of absence (jf. § Grunnloven 104) 

Date Parent(s) signature 

* I am requesting that my child be absent from school in the dates given above, and I
confirm that during the absence period, the responsibility of my child’s education
belongs to me. I am aware that it is my responsibility to contact each teacher individually
prior to my child’s absence to ask for work he/she is required to do. No extra teaching is 
given by the school because of this absence and no assessment in the MYP section will be 
repeated.
* Please complete one form per child

§ 3-13 of The Private School Act (Privatskoleloven) states:
“When appropriate, the school can grant the student a leave of absence for up to two weeks.
Decisions are made based on “Forvaltningsloven” and are given as Single Rights Decisions
enkeltvedtak) according § 2. Complaints must be forwarded to the Department of Education.”
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Important Points about the Leave of Absence 

The principal is the decision-maker and has the authority to permit or deny the application for 
leave of absence. The Education Act does not specify the qualifying criteria for assessing 
applications for a leave of absence, it is written that the school can grant absence when the 
leave is considered to be appropriate. During the evaluation of an application, the principal 
may consult with the teacher(s) in order to decide if the leave is appropriate. The decision is 
made by looking at different factors, some of them are: 

● The amount of absence the student has.
● Status of the student’s education.
● The student’s/family’s personal situation.
● The date/period of the leave.

Neither the principal, the Education Administration nor the County Governor may grant a 
student a leave of absence for more than two weeks (10 continuous school days), as no 
exemptions from this rule have been authorized in the Education Act. Therefore, the 
principal will reject all applications for a leave of absence for more than two weeks. If the 
student has absence more than 10 days, that student might loose the school place. The 
quarantine days due to the corona-virus situation is included in this 10 day. 

Note: Please return the completed form to the Principal by the latest two weeks before the 
absence period 

PERMISSION

❏ Permitted

❏ Not permitted ______________________

Principal 
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